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Mr. %+EUER.Perhaps you would just care to chat with us for 10
or 12 minutes and then we could have some questions.

Dr. LI~DBERG.I would be delighted to and I thank YOUfor the
opportunity of being here.

TESTIMONY OF DIL DONALD A. B. LINDBERG, DIRECTOR,
HEALTH CARE TECHNOLOGYCENTER,UNIVERSITYOF MIS-
SOURI,COLUMBLA,MO.
Dr. LI~DBRRG.I agree with many of the things I have heard both

today and the day before. I won’t resay them because many of
them are in my printed statement.

I would like to make three points to commence with. Firstly I do
want to urge that one believes that computers have a great contri-
bution to make to health care and biomedical research. This prob
ably would hinge upon their function in medical recordkeeping in
the first place, and a second major emphasis, mainly the represen-
tation of mechcal knowledge.

Second: You had asked in your letter about the Federal Govern-
ment’s policy with respect to support of research in computers and
medicine, what it is and what it might be. I would like to say that
if it has a policy, it is a “fall through” option. It is ad hocism as
you referred to, and it is totally unsatisfactory.

Mr. SCHRUER.What is totally unsatisfactory?
Dr. LXNDBERG.If the Federal Government has a policy it is an

unsatisfactory one and it is not a cohesive policy. It is subject to
the criticism of on-again, off-again funding.

Mr. SmmnzR. Are you talking about HEW?
Dr. LINDBERG.Yes.
Third This can be corrected. I do think that the statements that

Ms. Hanft has made are pointed in exactly the right direction.
They say that there will be a cohesive policy and there will be an
office which draws together the problems of support in this field.

I auestion if it is Dossible to do all of that within HEW and I
recommend that the-committee consider an interagency strategy.

Mr. SCHEUER.If there is anything more unwieldy than a Govern-
ment agency capability it is an interagency capability. Our record
with interagency coordinating mechanisms has generally been a
disaster. It usually doesn’t work. But anyway—

Dr. LINDBERG.I would have tQ disclaim any intimate knwoledge
of how the Government should redly be organized and perform
internally, but I think the issue of—

Mr. SCHEUER. One of the basic principles down here is when the
subject is everybody’s data it is nobodys da~ and when you have
six or eight agencies coordinating something and nobody has exclu-
sive responsibility, everbady does their own thing. It not only falls
between two chairs but it falls between fourr five, or eight chairs.

We just don’t seem to know how to make interagency coordinat-
ing bodies work. Everybody is concerned that they are not going to
get the credit, and if it isn’t part of their turf nobody cares. That’s
just a fact of life. And whatever you put on the organization chart,
no matter what, very little seems to flow from these efforts. That
has been our experience anyway.

Dr. LI~DBERG.It is a serious problem that I think you and the
staff pointed to, for HEW to work with industry on computer work.

That has not been smooth even within HEW. I think one possible
approach to it is to include the National Bureau of Standards,
which is certainly the most academically oriented within the De-
partment of Ckunmerce.It has in fact involved itself very positively
and signifkantly in medical com~uting in the past.

Mr. SCXEUER.That’s the first I ve heard of that.
Dr. LINDBERG.Both through a series of very careful studies on

privacy which resulted in the definitive documents cm the subject
of medical privacy. Also they are participating with the three
armed services with the development of TIUMIS, the triservice
medical information system.

I think there are many aspects of the medical computing prob-
lem. Certainly it is not the primary responsibility of a commerce
agency, but on the other hand subparts of the problem are very
relevant, and NBS has been very interested in it.

Let me stress, if you will permit, one aapect that has not been
directly talked about in the last 2 days—I was not in New York,
but I mean the 2 days in Washington-and that is the National
Library of Medicine. Their primary mission in the Federal Gover-
nmentis to store, access, and disseminate biomedical information.

Naturally this has taken the form of books and documents over
these many centuries. But in this modem computer age it is possi-
ble and reasonable to represent much knowledge in a machine
form. Indeed, no computer system can do anything until the knowl-
edge is represented in machine form.

That is an area of research which can have a number of names
but “artificial intelligence in medicine” is one of the keys to that
area.

There are now a number of systems in which this representation
has been successful and in which they do a day-tiay realistic job.
It is no longer a pie-in-thesky business. People in that field are no
longer making robots and chess-playing games. They are making
treatment selection games and antibiotic drug selection functions,
et cetera.

Now, that is in the mainstream of the National Library mission
and also in the mainstream is a series of training grants NLM is,
so far as I know, the ‘only agency in Government that supports
medical information science and medical computer science training
grants. The only place.

I would like to take issue with-maybe it’s a difference in our
phraseology-the previous testimony of the AMA, I will read with
extreme interest the statement that tells me the number of medi-
cal schools which have programed teaching medical students about
computers in medicine because I strongly suspect that the count
would be zero.

Mr. SCHEUER. Look, they’re right here. Why don’t we find out.
Mr. POLLI.Let me only make the point that in fact when I

visited Dallas, Tex., to attend the annual convention, not in 1977
but in 1976, they have a policy of permitting medical students in
the area ta come in for a nominal fee, if anything at all, and they
had a booth and I met a student who was very upset, a medical
student from the University of Texas. He was very concerned. Why
was he learning basic Fortran when he should really be learning
applications in that area? We commiserated for a while and I laid



out a program and I told him @ go back to the director and say,
“Sir, I talked to some people m tlus area and here is how we
should modify a program that exists right now for teaching medi-
cal students about computer technology and getting away from the
hard bolts down into the speciilc application and practices.” So the
only thing I can comment on is that I have one counterexample.

Dr. LINDIJERG.I don’t think it’s a counterexample. Is he a medi-
CELIstudent and is it a required curricular course?

‘Mr. Porn. The answer to the two questions is, he was a medical
student and it was a.required course.

Dr. LXNDBERG.I wdl read it with great interest.
Mr. SCHRUER.You will give us a list, to the best of your ability,

of the schools who are integrating computer training into their
medical training.

Dr. LINDBERG.That is certainly a desirable aim. And that is
exactly what the National Library of Medicine training grants are
trvi.mzto stimulate. There are only 10 schools and I have visited
tiem~ I think in each case there G nothing approaching this sub
ject. I think there should be. I in no way underemphasize medi-
cine’s need for a whole lot of other professional participation in the
way of bioengineering and computer science and so forth. But I
think it is key to get medical students trained in this techology
early in the game when they are young and malleable so that they
will retain that understanding the rest of their lives.

I was surprised somewhat to note how greatly you were interesh
ed, sir, in the presentation of Dr. Brandt, and I’m very pleased that
he and you talked about it. Well, I was surprised.

Mr. SCHEUER.Why were you surprised?
Dr. LINDBEXG.I had expected you would be more concerned with

hospital systems and their direct application to health care and
their effect on hospital per diem charges.

Mr. SCHEUER.We are interested in that, too.
Dr. LINDBERG.I was happy that you understood immediately that

change in the per diem is not the way to evaluate a system and
that its effect on societal health care cost is really the way to
evaluate it.

Mr. %HEUER.The thing that scared me is an implication from
Dr. Weed’s suggestion that at the end of the year you can evaluate
what a doctor has reaIly accomplished. The prospect of applying
that kind of a computer system ta Congressmen-our constituents
being able to figure out at the end of the year what we have
accomplished-is something that I think 535 Members of this body
would feel a little threatened by. But seriously I think the mem-
bers of this comnuttee who have participated in these hearings
have really had an eyeqemng and mind+pening experience.

Dr. LINDBERG.I think you should realize that, in spite of the
assurances everything will be smooth in government with respect
to computers in medicine, that the perception one has from outside
the Government is really different.

Mr. SCHRUER.I don’t think anything is really going to be smooth.
This morning, you heard Ruth Hanft, who is one of the truly great
people in government every time I asked her a question about how
could this be done or how that could be done, she would say, “Yes;
it’s a great idea but just think about the barriem, think about the
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impediments, and think about the roadblocks.” Her instinctive rc+
action was to recognize all of the things that were combining h
defeat any progress in this area.

Of course, she is right. Those are the roadblocks out there, so any
progress that is made is something that is encouraging. It’s not
going to be easy. I take great hope from the attitude that I have
heard from the three AMA representatives this morning. After all,
they probably have as much to do about the rnindset of the future
generation of doctors in this country as any other institution, per-
haps apart from the medical schools themselves. If my senses tell
me anything, it is that the AMA is taking a very creative and
forthcoming approach about the involvement of the computer in
health care.

Maybe I am naive and maybe I am missing all kinds of signals
but this is what I am picking. But I think this is a good augury of
things to come and I hope they will be having some communication
and impact on the State and county medical organizations. The
Governments itself is not organized to do this either within HEW
or among all of the other agencies involved. Neither are we orga-
nized particularly well in the classic sector. There is the problem of
physician resistance and a feeling that he is threatened by all of
this technology and that it sort of demeans his ability to play his
fine art for the practice of medicine. But there are good things
moving too. As I say, we have heard from the AMA people and I
think their attitude bespeaks hope for the future.

Dr. LINDBERG.I have been installing computer systems since
1961 and I have almost never heard a negative attitude from the
medical people. They may be “from Missouri” and need to be
shown. Their attitude is neutral ta positive, but I have not found
the resistance that Mr. Gallagher referred to. I think it is myth~
logical. I think it is reasonable skepticism about systems that have
not yet come to full flower.

Mr. SCHEUER.Well, that’s healthy.
Dr. LINDBERG.That is very healthy. I don’t think a major, obsta-

cle is the M.D.’s resisting the computer applications.
Mr. SCHRUER.What do you think the major obstacle is?
Dr. LINDBERG.Technology transfer. Nobody is in charge of seeing

that it goes from innovation to development, to demonstration and
then out to the end where it gets into industry. We have operated
as if NIH support will terminate once a research problem is suc-
cessfully pursued, Once a system works, NIH support stops and it
is extremely d.iflicult for those systems ever to get over that chasm
to the National (kmter for Health Services Research where the
funds are now being sharply limited, and then from there to indus-
try. It almost never happens. Yet, it is that full spectrum of tech-
nology development which really should be at the center of Gov-
ernment interest. In other words, it knows how, through NIH, to
buy creativity but it does not know how to get that creativity
transferred over so that the hospiti administrator can ultimately
buy it. He cannot buy development. He can only buy from a
vendor, and the technology has to get over to industry before he
can benefit from that. Much of it never does get that far.

Mr. SCHEUER.Dr. Wells suggested I may have been overly skepti-
cal about the possibilities of improved interagency cooperation.



Why don’t you describe to us the kind of interagency cooperation
you perceive taking place?

Dr. LIND~ERG.I think, Mr. Scheuer, the relevance of a National
Center for Health Services Research is very obvious, and that
subject haa been addressed a number of times today and the day
before. In the same way, the relevance of the National Institutes of
Health and their role in sponsoring basic research and innovation
is quite clear. Everybody in this field knows that for a development
at NIH to get to implementation and demonstration in a national
center is extremely dif%cult. Most developments just simply do not
make it and it is certainly the case that nobody is in charge of
seeing to that transition. That just doesn’t happen. And then
beyond that is the issue of getting the development into industry.
So I see the most logical industry representation being from Com-
merce and the National Bureau of Standards, who, in fact, have a
computer science institute. I see the NIH side ‘being represented by
the National Library of Medicine whose prime task it is to deal
with knowledge representation. I think NLM could very logically
serve as a lead agency, because I think they have strong credibility
and ties with the academic community. They have good manage-
ment and are currently proposing to commit themselves to a major
computers-in-medicine program.

Also, strengths on the National Institutes of Health side certain-
ly include the Division of Computer Research and Technology, Dr.
Pratt’s organization, which I guess is for service within the NIH.
There is also the biotechnology resource branch which has spon-
sored at least two major good systems in this area, and CLINFO,
which is a computer record system. In the case of CLINFO, they
did attempt this technology transfer I spoke of. They attempted to
use Federal funds to get a competitive contract which was won by
Rand Corp. b supervise the situation of 3 years to put the systems
in at Baylor and Oklahoma and then to carry it further. So it will
now, I believe, move out into industry and be marketed by Date
General Corp. So BRB has attempted in their own shop to make
that entire transition happen. They also sponsor among other re-
sources the Stanford SUMEX facility. It is tied on the east coast to
Rutgers, which is the other major mode in the network. So there is
a good bit of expert~e and real competence in government, no
question about it. I really think the problem, sir, is that nobody is
in charge of the transition. NIH is in charge of the creativity and
the National Center seems to have placed itself in charge of evalu-
ation and assessment, but nobody is in charge of the transition.

The industry is not represented in either of those two health
agencies. So the combination is a very powerful interagency com-
mittee. It is known that the VA offers the opportunity for imple-
mentation at 160 hospitals, and they have created a research insti-
tute.

Mr. SCHEUER.The VA has.
Dr. LX~DBERG.Yes; in fact, they fund centers in parallel with the

National Center for Health Services Research. In other words,
where there is one funded by HEWS Health Resources Administra-
tion, there will be a Health Resources (kiter funded by VA. There
are a lot of other relevant parts in Government, but I think those
are the key parts.

I humbly express my inability to know how the Government
should be run. I think anybody can see an intuitive weakness in
the strategy of interagency anything. But on the other hand, I
think the present policy is a weak one. It is not one which I would
put my faith in. I think we have been issued a bunch of promissory
notes.

Mr. SCHEUER.That’s exactly right. Right now there is very little
going on and what is going on is not being coordinated. Ruth Hanft
is simply giving us a projection of things to come, hopes, and ideas.
I take some hope from the fact that Peter Bourne seems to be
interested in this area. He is a close confidant and adviser to the
President on health affairs.

Certainly, an effective coordination could come from him if he
wills it. He is an enormously talented individual. There seems to be
a certain amount of ferment and there seems to be, if I judge Ms.
Had’s remarks, a certain understanding that the potential is
there and they are taking advantage of it. There is a certain
amount of movement going on. New responsibilities are being cre
ated. Of course, the question is how will they work.

Dr. LINDBERG.It really does look to the outside person, the
university researcher, as though this whole field has ground to a
halt in front of a brick wall. The Study Section on Computers and
Biomathematim at NIH was abolished last June. The program for
support of computers in medicine at the National Center has, I
think, adopted a smart strategy. It has decided that it doesn’t have
very much money to put intn this field, so it has put most of it in
the PROMIS system. Whether that is the right system or not, of
course, is a matter of personal and professional judgment. But I
think the strategy is wise. They probably in fact cannot support
very much. I think you ought not derive the impression that
PROMIS is an example of many systems being funded. That is the
100-percent sample. That is it. That’s where the money is going. So,
it appears extremely difficult to conceive of starting a new system
now.

The Government seems, from the outside, to be in a phase of
evaluating what already exists. That is ve~ ~our+g from thepoint of view of a researcher. That doesn t seem hke the proper
outlook.

Dr. WEZM. Dr. Lindberg, the proposal that you are suggesting on
pagea 30 and 31 of your testimony, the interagency strategy which
you were justdiscussingwith the chairman our previous retiews in
the hearings last fall on computers in education, would, I thh&
tend to support your notion. We found that a great deal of the
expertise and knowledge about computers in education resided in
Department of Defense, of all places. Some of the key witnesses
and the key suggestiona came from Department of Defense. They
turned out to hold a veritable gold mine of experience. So I do
believe that your suggestion is worthy for us to consider. I do take
it that you do not offer this as a specitlc coordinating body and
your listing of various entities is illustrative. Do I understand it
sorrectly that way? It is a conceptual approach.

Dr. I+NDBRRG.It is a conceptual approach, prefaced by my con-
~essingthat in no way is my expertise in political science or gov-
>mment operations. But I would stick with that list, and now also



add ADAMHA which has the alcohol and drug abuse programs.
They are highly relevant.

One tends also to forget the great successes of medical informs.
tion systems and mental health. In fact, it is one of the exceptions
in which funding has been relatively consistent and the outcome
has been very favorable. The Rockland State System which is
MSK3, Multi-State Information System, got a total of about $10
million of Federal funding over a period of 6 or 7 years and is a
bang-up success. It is said to serve some 1300 different hospitals
and mental health clinics and centers. At one time at its high
water mark I think there were 11 different States involved. It
changes, of course, fkom month to month. But, it was, in any event,
a very successful progranq one the Government and the inventors
can be quite proud of. I think it is the case that the alcohol and
mental health agencies change in the way the Government is
organized from time to time and I’m not sure where they are-if
they are properly called HRA or not—but wherever they are they
are pretty big and they are pretty important and they have actual-
ly made some technological successes. I think I gave you a good. .
list.

Dr. WEW. Yesterday Dr. Chrnblett and Dr. Pengov from Ohio
State suggested that one organizational entity that could be consid-
ered would be a new institute for computer science research with
specific relevance to the health care system,

One of our questions which then followed is: Would it be possible
to consider this as an umbrella instituti in which you would look
at education also, since there are many commonalities where com-
puters are affecting various facets of society? If you take some of
the testimony of these hearinga and eliminate the words “health
care” and put in “education” you will see many of the same things
we heard last fall being repeated. So the commonalitiea appear to
be very evident.

What is your reaction, first, to this notion of a special institute
devoted to computer sciences in the health care area without speci-
~g where it would be located as an entity and, second, the notion
of it being an umbrella-type of institute. How does that relate to
your interagency strategy?

Dr. IJItDBERG. Well, I didn’t hear the testimony and haven’t read
it, so I haven’t thought about it adequately, but it strikes me that
the set of agencies that I mentioned was in no way an arbitrary
list. I mean those are redly the key actors in the medical computer
area and each one of them has a lot of competence within its
organization and a lot of mission experience and adequate funding.

The resson that they all need to be involved is that none is
adequate by k4f. So I guess I would worry a little bit, In a way it
would be wonderful if there were such an institute as you spoke of.
It would fkce the same problems the Government faces right nom
namely, if it is on the NIH side, it will be strong in scholamhip but
will not kve any tradition of strong contacts with industry nor
with health care delivery.

In other words, the same weaknesses might actually be a prob-
lem for it,

Dr. Wm.m. Let me read the recommendations specifically.

We rmxmunendcreation of a National Institute of Health Computing within HEW
whose function would be to plan, ooordinat.eand undertake in health a broad SW%
of research? development, diffusion and evaluation activities related to the w of
computing reformation science and telecommunications in health. Currently, Fader-
al funding in health activity is dmperaedwithin the HEW bureaucracy, et cetera.

It expands on that point.
Insummary,there is no coordination of Federal efforts and relatively small sums

of money have been invested to explore the potential offered by computer technol-
ogy aa an extremely powerful tool “ ● “. There is no institutional memory for
Ieswmelearned in the paat.

Dr. LINDBEBG, That’s all true. Is that actually an OTA recom-
mendation?

Dr. WmM. No; this is an Ohio State recommendation.
Dr. LINDBERG.As I said, I am not an expert on Government

operations.
Dr. WEM.S.From the concept of having an institute whi~h would

pull together, as they suggest, this rather broad capability, how do
you view that SE having a more centralized focus, at least for
HEW.-—. . .

Dr. LINDBEBG.Let me try to say it a different way. I had the
privilege of visiting Japan last April and I saw there a modeI that I
want to bring your attention. There are many things admirable
about the way they do their medicine and science. One of the
thinga is an outfit called the Medical Information Systems Develop
ment Center whose mission is precisely what has been specified in
the testimony you just read and, in fact, what I want and what
many of us want; namely, a known center t.a go to with an ink
grated responsibility to see developments through horn their incep
tion until their implementation, including evaluation. A total M+
sponsibility. In Japan it is jointly funded by MITI which is the
Ministry of Industry and Technology and the Ministry of Health on
more or leas a 50-50 basis.

I met with the assistant administrator of MITI and he showed
me the budget for the last 4 years and for this year and for the
next 5 yeara, a very orderly progress. They know that thinga don’t
happen in 18 months and that 6-month progress reports are not
sensible if we’re talking about building big systems. But also, there
was an interesting coordination of the need for industrial develop
ment in which the aim is marketable products and the counter
aims of the Ministry of Health, whose desires are improved health
care and controlling health care cust and access, the same as ours.
A ve~ interesting and creative environment haa been set up there.
I don t think that any project in the United States has ever had
finding from Commerce and HEW. I don’t know what OMB would
ever do if it heard of such a thing. Yetj intellectually, it makes
great sense. I think that any institute will have to relate to the
scholarship of academia and the knowledge representation, because
that is where creativity is in our country. It will have to relate to
industry, because otherwise there won’t be a marketable product
and that is where competence lies in that regard. It has to have
enough contact with the health care delivexy world, in other words,
real hospitala, so that it is guided by the reality of the tests and
field trials in those real hospitals. The hospitala are the ultimate
market and recipient and beneficiary of the technology developed.
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It is flat out impossible to develop any of the medical information
systems or medical applications of computers to medicine without
those.

So the institute hypothesized would somehow need to touch those
three legs of the tripod, or it couldn’t succeed. And if it did touch
those three, and it h?d adequate dollars and years, then it probably
could achieve its goals.

Dr. Wmrs, Thank you very much, D:. Lindberg.
Dr. Mua~Y. I would hke to just comment that your progress

report to the National Academy of Sciences is the first written call
that I have seen for a comprehensive treatment or for a national
policy for a coordinated program to support computer technology
for uses in health care.

Your position in the order of testimony this morning and the
ensuing questiona and answera do not reflect that adequately, and I
wished to make sure that that was in the record. For that we are
very grateful. I personally wish to cite you for an insight which is
most valuable. Thank you.

Dr. LINDEEEG.I appreciate the opportunity to be here. Thank
you.

Mr. SU~. Dr. Lindberg~ have you discussed with any of the
agencies that you have mentioned whether or not they could un-
dertake, or whether their mission allows them to undetake, the
efforts that you propose?

Dr. LINDBERG.I haven’t presumed to go and discuss it in detail. I
do know in detail the mission of the National Library of Medicine
because I servs as a member of their study section, and Dr. Cum-
mings is good enough to meet”with the study section three or four
times a year. I ako know that they have initiated a study of their
own extramural research programs through an outside review
group and, in fact, that outside review group has strongly recom-
mended a computers-in-medicine philosophy for them and they are
favorably disposedtoward that.

Beyond that I have not presumed to go.
Mr. SmW. Particularly the group called Computer Science

Institute of the National Bureau of Standards.
Dr. LINDBERG.I have not discussed this matter with them, but

again through professional contacts with them I have firsthand
knowledge of the god.ness of their work in connection with the
TRIM-ISactivity.

Mr. Smrww. So you are not aware of whether they could under-
take or would undertake any other items on page 25 and page 26,
items 1 through 6, beginning the formulation and evaluation of
criteri% et cetera?

Dr. LINDBEIW.NW I have not tried to negotiate with them. I
thought it was well to give some examples.

Mr. Sfiw. Thank you very much.
Mr. Scrmxnm.Dr. Lmdberg, I have appreciated your testimony

very much. I share your concerns, I guess we will have to wait and
see what the outcome is. Thank you very much for your testimony.

Dr. LINDBERG.I am pleased to be here and I thank you for the
privilege.

Mr. Scxm- We will now have our last witness, Mr. Gerald
Giebink, director of Health Care Management Systems, Inc. Mr.

Giebink has surveyed clinical data processing in the Veterans’
Administration at La Jolla. Your prepared statement will be prinb
ed in the record at this point, so perhaps you may want to chat
with us for 10 or 12 minutes.

me prepared statement of Mr. Gerald Giebink is as follows:]

PREFARED%ATEMENTOF Gmwm A. Gmmm
Thee hearings are an example of the increasing public intereet in computer uae

in health care. I aaaumethat prior &timony hae provided the Subcommittee with
some understanding of the divereity of computer applications in health care and
their potential benefita. My observations and opinions are derived from ten yeare of
experience in medical computing research, development and evaluation, and I k
lieve they represent a m
experience. I would& t%%knowkdge the amiata.nce and involvement of my

ive balance between research intereetaand practical

colleague, Leonard Hurst, in the preparation of this statement.
I wieh to concentrate first on three fundamental problem areas which require

further work and investigation prior to the development and implementation of a
comprehensive national policy:

ca!~%! &$;%$ularim should be clearly defiied.
uieite to eatabliahing a national policy, “computers in health”

(2) $mliminary policy should be aimed at thorough synthesis and classification of
the wide range and varie of wa

(3) PoHgshoddbti$at @h?&~a~prativemd unduplicatedreaearch
that computem can be used in health care.

and development effort.
Finally, implementing options are discussed for the preliminary work which

should precede eatablirdunentof a comprehensive national @icy.

FUNDM#EN’1’ALFROBI.EMARMS

(1)As a prerequisite to edublishing a natwnnl l”
mncepta and oombularies dwdd be clearly defind?!% lzl~tiz F&E
vocabulary and clear cancepta and deftitione is an obetacle confronting thaw
investigating national paliciea. For example, a recent study by the Office of ‘Technol-
ogy Assessment’ eet forth same definition ueeful for &cussing policy. The study
addraesed the ditTerence between medical information syetems and health data
ayat.emsdefining a medical information system “ae a compu@r-baeed ayatem that
receives data normally recorded about patienta, creates and maintaine from these
data a computerized medical record for every patient, and mak~ the data available
for the following uaaa:patient care, administrative and buein~ management, moni-
toring and evaluating medical care aervicea, epidemiological and clinical research
and planning of medimd ~ ~~,” Health data systeme were defined ae
“cdlectiona of data organixed for a variety of purpaeeeincluding reiroburaementof
health eervkxn, utilization review, aeeuring quality of care, and planning, monitor-
@, or evaluating medical me aervicea.” The study excluded health data systems
and also excludes computer applications such as automated clinical laboratori~

barmacy syetims, intensive care monitoring syatema,and financial syetemawhich
&nefit particular areae of clinical care or institutional management. Much addi-
tional work ie required to develop deftitions m that appropriate definition and
boundaries can be placed on national research and development policies. A related
problem ie the need for development of a vocabulary in which computere in health
care, aa a topic, can be clearly discuaeedand communicated among individuaie in
federal agencies and industry.

Conceptual clarity k &o needed. An understanding of the uae of computers in
health care ia a rerequiaite b adopting or implementing a national policy regard.
@ 1rewarch an development. For example, computers can be seen ae both an
instrument ua$xib achieve an end and as an end h the~lv~. ~= ~ of
computer appbcation are deecribed below, mch illustrating where national @icy
might or might not focus:
A. Education of health prvfzsswnds

Although ditYeringin content, the education of health prafeasionalscan be viewed
ae similar to educating lawyers; educators, or engineers. A cwta.in body of knowl-
edge and the methods of applying that knowledge must be transmitted b a group of
motivated people who are interested in becoming doctore or other providers of
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